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IVI News Update

IVI Summit 2020  

IVI are currently planning
their IVI Summit for June 4th
with an exciting line up of
speakers. However, under
the current circumstances we
are investigating doing a
virtual event to prepare for
the eventuality of not hosting
the Summit in Maynooth
University. 

Further details will follow shortly. 

IVI runs Enterprise Architecture and BIM workshops
 
As a part of the 'Discovery for
Innovation' series and followed
by the success of previous
workshops, IVI hosted two
additional workshops on the
following topics:

'Architecting the
Enterprise with Agility and Resilience - What is the future of
Enterprise Architecture?' workshop held on the 19th of
February 2020.
 
'Digital Transformation in the Construction Sector -
Revisiting the Roadmap for 2025' workshop held on the 26th
February 2020.

The aim of these workshops was to revisit the digital transformation
roadmap and to explore the opportunities for the respective industries
and thus shaping the vision for 2025. Read more

Cyber, Data & Information Governance - Issues, Risks and
Assurance

The Governance Forum met last month in Dublin where Prof. Brian
Donnellan presented at an event on cyber, data and information
governance.The event attracted a large number of attendees, reflecting
the growing importance of the area for modern organisations. The forum
has made presentations available on their website.
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Most staff are working remotely but business is ongoing in IVI. Stay safe
and look after each other. 
From all the IVI team. 

Acknowledgement of Contributors to IT-CMF - are you
listed?

Our global list of contributors to the development of IT-CMFs can be 
found at www.ivi.ie/contributors. While we have gone to great lengths 
to ensure this page is accurate as possible, we would be delighted if 
you would check and let IVI@nuim.ie know if you or a colleague's 
name should be included. Thank you.
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